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Abstract
Introduction: Legislation systems of most countries prohibited using the handheld mobile phone while driving due to the
fact that it disturbs concentration and causes hand involvement. Every phone owner is accustomed to the ringtone of his
phone and almost involuntarily endeavors to pick it up or check who calls. This engages one’s psychomotor skills, which in
our opinion contributes to the attenuation of reaction time needed for performing other crucial functions. Objectives: The
aim of the study was: (1) to evaluate the influence of the sound of a ringing mobile phone on the complex reaction time (RT)
score in healthy subjects (owners), and (2) to check if there are any differences in RT when a landline phone and mobile
phone ring. Methods: To assess RT we used our system and protocol of examination, previously validated. The examination
conditions were standardized. All tests were performed in the same room with the same light and general acoustic conditions. The test group consisted of 23 women and 24 men, aged 19–24 years. The examination comprised 4 sessions: Training
Session (TS) during which the subjects were accustomed with the application and sample stimuli, Control Session (CS) with
no telephone ringing, Landline Session (LS) with landline phone ringing, Mobile Session (MS) with mobile phone ringing.
Results: The median RT in the study population was significantly elongated (p < 0.001) in MS. In women and in men RTs
were significantly longer in MS than in CS and non-significantly longer than in LS. Reaction times in CS, LS and MS were
longer in women, however the differences were not significant (p > 0.05). Conclusions: We think that the specific ‘bond’
between a person and their private phone can significantly disrupt their attention and thus affect the attention-demanding
activities.
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INTRODUCTION

even more than exposure to other, unfamiliar sounds. This

Although our inseparable companion, a cell phone is not

is a peculiar disadvantage, since we keep our phones al-

always our ally. As a source of noise and distraction, it dis-

ways handy, not only while resting, but in situations re-

turbs our concentration not only while making a call, but

questing undivided attention, for example while driving.

already when it rings. It appears that a well-known noise

We analyzed reaction time of the tested subjects in tests

source can result in the deterioration of our attention level

involving a ringing cell phone belonging to a given subject
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versus a landline phone (as a foreign sound source). We
noted a statistically longer reaction time for the subjectowned cell phone. The reaction time depended on gender.
It was longer in the females then in the males. No correlation was found in the landline phone sessions.
Living in the world of the 21 century and submerged in
the Western civilization, we are exposed to accelerating
pace of life, shrinking leisure time and omnipresent noise.
Taking advantage of many technical facilities, we put in
danger the comfort of our lives. The cell phone that was
supposed to provide an opportunity to contact help in case
of emergency became our inseparable companion and reminds us about it in the most undesirable moments. Using
cell phone while driving decreases the ability to concentrate and impairs attention [1–3]. Driving is a complex
sensomotoric process, requiring simultaneous attention
shifting, engagement of short- and long-term memory,
ability to filter stimuli with consequent evaluation of their
importance and to perform adequate complex reactions.
It is also a psychological process with a wide spectrum of
dependencies, including driving speed, road conditions,
distance [1]. We decided to reduce the number of variables in this complex equation to get more explicit results
and conclusions.
In spite of living in the environment full of various sounds,
we are able to identify and isolate typically known sounds,
noises and phrases. This makes us able to take adequate
measures (known stimulus – trained response), but on
the other hand it additionally attracts our attention and
distracts us from current activities, which may result in
the elongation of reaction time and eventually hinder the
execution of specific tasks. The most significant factors
are sound frequency, periodicity/repeatability and type
(natural speech, artificial speech, melodious sounds) [2].
Therefore, it is a complex process relying on many factors,
already on the level of inherent sound characteristics. It
has been shown that the presence of additional signals
and noise phenomena disturbing the flow in the two-way
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sensomotoric information channel has a negative effect on
safety and ability to drive a car [2,3]. Cavanagh et al. revealed, using the multiple object-tracking paradigm, that
a person can track only 3–5 items simultaneously [3].
In our study, we attempted to check whether the sound
of a ringing phone disturbs the driver’s complex reaction.

OBJECTIVES
The aim of the study was to evaluate the influence of
sound produced by a ringing mobile phone on the complex
reaction time (RT) score in healthy subjects (owners of
the ringing phones). The second aim was to check if there
are any differences in RT when a landline phone and mobile phone ring, the latter of which belonged to the tested
subject.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
In our study, we analyzed reaction time in tests both without additional sound sources and with a phone ringing.
The phone used was either a cell phone that belonged to
the tested subject or a landline phone situated beside the
test computer on the table. The sample group consisted
of 23 females and 24 males aged 19–28 years. All of them
were students and employees of the Medical University of
Lodz, Poland. The students qualified for the study were
not under the influence of any chemical substances; they
had not drunk tea, coffee or other stimulating drinks for
at least 12 hours before the examination and had slept well
on the night prior to the experiment. None of the subjects
included in the investigation had any complaints, suffered
from any chronic illnesses or taken any medicines.
The study system comprised a dedicated software
called Reactor, running on a regular personal computer
equipped with a 17-inch LCD display monitor and a pair
of consumer, good quality loudspeakers standing in stereo
position. The Reactor program, designed and written by
IJOMEH 2013;26(1)
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the first author of this paper, had been clinically evaluated
and the results had been published previously [4,5].
Reactor allows to display a designed array of simple geometric figures – square, circle or triangle, filled with a co
lor – on a computer screen in various colors and sizes, as
well as to generate a short sound of given frequency produced by the loudspeakers. The researcher designs an exa
mination by defining the number of stimuli, their shape,
color, place of presentation on the screen as well as the
frequency of produced sounds. One can also define the
way in which the subject has to react to a designed stimuli.
Every subject participated in four sessions of the test. The
differences among the tests are described below. A single
test comprised a set of 80 visual and/or acoustic stimuli.
The total time of one stimulus including the break that followed it was 2 s. The visual stimulus was displayed on the
screen for 1100 ms. The visual stimulus could be accompanied by a sound stimulus, starting with the visual stimulus
and lasting 400 ms. The acoustic stimulus could be presented separately (400 ms). A single test lasted 160 s. The
standard break between the consecutive presentations
was 20 s. The chosen shape of the visual stimulus in this
study was a square – 480×480 px, displayed in the very
center of the monitor. The color of the square was a factor that differentiated the stimuli and the reaction type.
The visual stimulus could be accompanied by a sound, or
a sound could be presented alone. The Reactor program
allows the researcher to choose the frequency of sound
stimuli. In this study, we decided to use the same, standard
frequency of 250 Hz, which is well recognized by humans.
The level of the presented sounds was 75 dB, as described
above. The detailed combination of stimuli is included in
Table 1. The choice of stimuli and the test design were performed arbitrarily by the authors of this paper. This technique had been successfully employed and assessed in our
two previous studies [4,5].
The beginning of the examination was preceded by the LCD
screen calibration. The calibration comprised color and
104
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Table 1. Detailed description of the conducted tests*
Visual Acoustic
No stimulus – signal
color
(Hz)
1 yellow

Proper reaction
do nothing

2 green

–

pressing the button in the left hand

3 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

4 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

5 –
6 blue

250

pressing the buttons in both hands

–

pressing the button in the left hand

7 yellow

250

do nothing

8 yellow

–

do nothing

9 green

–

pressing the button in the left hand

250

pressing the buttons in both hands

–

pressing the button in the left hand

12 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

13 red

250

do nothing

14 yellow

–

do nothing

15 yellow

–

do nothing

16 green

–

pressing the button in the left hand

17 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

10 –
11 green

18 –

250

pressing the buttons in both hands

19 green

–

pressing the button in the left hand

20 blue

–

pressing the button in the left hand

21 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

22 yellow

–

do nothing

23 –

250

pressing the buttons in both hands

24 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

25 green

–

pressing the button in the left hand

26 yellow

–

do nothing

27 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

28 green

–

pressing the button in the left hand

29 red

250

do nothing

30 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

31 green

–

pressing the button in the left hand

32 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

33 –

250

pressing the buttons in both hands

34 blue

250

do nothing

35 green

–

pressing the button in the left hand
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Table 1. Detailed description of the conducted tests* – cont.

Table 1. Detailed description of the conducted tests* – cont.

Visual Acoustic
No stimulus – signal
color
(Hz)

Visual Acoustic
No stimulus – signal
color
(Hz)

Proper reaction

Proper reaction

36 yellow

–

do nothing

72 blue

37 green

250

do nothing

73 yellow

250

38 –

250

pressing the buttons in both hands

74 green

–

pressing the button in the left hand

39 –

250

pressing the buttons in both hands

75 –

250

pressing the buttons in both hands

40 blue

–

pressing the button in the left hand

76 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

41 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

77 yellow

–

do nothing

42 blue

–

pressing the button in the left hand

78 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

43 red

250

do nothing

79 blue

250

44 yellow

–

do nothing

80 green

–

45 green

–

pressing the button in the left hand

46 blue

–

pressing the button in the left hand

47 yellow

–

do nothing

48 yellow

250

do nothing

49 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

50 green

–

pressing the button in the left hand

51 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

52 –

250

pressing the buttons in both hands

53 green

–

pressing the button in the left hand

54 yellow

–

do nothing

–

pressing the button in the left hand

55 blue
56 yellow

250

do nothing

57 blue

250

do nothing

58 green

–

pressing the button in the left hand

59 yellow

–

do nothing

60 blue

250

do nothing

61 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

62 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

63 blue

250

do nothing

64 yellow

250

do nothing

65 green

–

pressing the button in the left hand

66 yellow

–

do nothing

67 –
68 green
69 –

250

pressing the buttons in both hands

–

pressing the button in the left hand

250

pressing the buttons in both hands

70 red

–

pressing the button in the right hand

71 green

–

pressing the button in the left hand

–

pressing the button in the left hand
do nothing

do nothing
pressing the button in the left hand

* When green or blue color was presented, a subject was to press the
button held in the left hand. When red color was presented, a subject
was to press the button held in right hand. When yellow was presented
or the visual stimulus was presented together with sound, the proper
reaction was not to press anything.

brightness correction and was conducted using the Datacolor Spyder4 PRO system. The display system calibration
allowed us to ensure the same, standardized circumstances
of examinations. The volumes of all sounds as well as the
total surrounding acoustics were evaluated by soundmeter Testo 816. The soundmeter used was previously calibrated using certified acoustic calibrator KA-10. The total
surrounding sound level was 65±3 dB. The volume of the
sound stimuli produced by the computer loudspeakers
was 75 dB, whereas the level of the old-fashioned landline
phone ringtone was 80 dB. All measurements were taken
app. 30 cm from the ears of the examined subjects.
The subjects were instructed before the proper test to hold
a push-button manipulator in each hand. Depending on
a stimulus category (the color of the figure, the presence of
sound, concurrency of the visual and sound stimuli), they
had to press the left button, the right one, both of them
or to do nothing. In detail, when a green or blue figure
was presented, a subject was to press the left-hand button.
When a red figure was presented, a subject was to press
the right-hand button. When a yellow figure was presented
IJOMEH 2013;26(1)
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or the visual stimulus was presented together with a sound
one – the proper reaction was not to press anything. The
variety of the stimuli (mixed visual and acoustic ones) as
well as reactions determined the nature of the examination as a complex reaction time test.
All tests were held during the same part of the day, between 3.30 pm and 6.00 pm. The investigations were carried out in normalized conditions such as the use of the
same computer, the same room, identical light, as well as
analogous background sounds. Before the tests, the subjects completed a form, stating i.a. their cell phone numbers. As mentioned above, the whole examination consisted of 4 sessions:
1. Training Session (TS) during which the subjects were
accustomed with sample stimuli and the use of the application.
2. Control Session (CS) with no telephone ringing during
the test.
3. Landline Session (LS) with landline phone ringing.
4. Mobile Session (MS) with mobile phone ringing.
The subjects were not allowed to answer phone calls
during the tests and did not know that it was us who
called them. The order of sessions 2, 3 and 4 was random,
to avoid the subjects getting accustomed to the testing

conditions and speed up or improve their reaction. The
subjects were instructed not to describe the examination
protocol to the subjects still not examined. The first phone
call was made in the 60th second of the test; the phone
rang for 20 s and after a 10-second break it rang again.
This cycle was repeated to the end of the test. Finally, an
examined subject was exposed to the total of 60 s of phone
ringing, mobile or landline.
The results were subjected to a statistical analysis (Statistica v. 8), including some multidimensional tests. Normal
distribution was assessed with the Shapiro-Wilk test. Due
to the fact that the distribution of the reaction time results
obtained in the male subgroup was not within the norm,
a nonparametric multidimensional analysis, Friedman’s
ANOVA was performed, and the bidimensional analysis
of correlations of the studied parameters was checked by
means of the nonparametric Wilcoxon test. The statistical
significance was set at the level of p < 0.05.

RESULTS
In case of 5 persons, the cell phone either rang during
a wrong session (connections not originated by us) or
failed to ring at all (for example when the cell phone had

Table 2. Analysis of reaction times in the general group
Reaction time (ms)
Control Session
Group 0
(N = 42)

Landline Session
Group 1
(N = 42)

Mobile Session
Group 2
(N = 42)

Minimum

488.16

465.95

453.78

Maximum

886.79

822.25

958.28

Median

621.02

642.13

665.15

Arithmetic mean

635.21

650.07

670.77

88.08

75.05

92.78

0.94

0.10

0.86

Parameters

Standard deviation
Asymmetry coefficient
Statistical analysis
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Friedman’s ANOVA test: F = 8.94, p < 0.05
Wilcoxon test Z0,1 = 1.23, p > 0.05; Wilcoxon test Z0,2 = 2.80, p < 0.001
Wilcoxon test Z1,2 = 1.60, p > 0.05
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Table 3. Analysis of reaction times in the subgroup of women

Parameters
Minimum
Maximum
Median
Arithmetic mean
Standard deviation
Asymmetry coefficient
Statistical analysis

Reaction time (ms)
Control Session
Landline Session
Mobile Session
Group 0
Group 1
Group 2
(N = 20)
(N = 20)
(N = 20)
546.00
580.28
603.10
886.79
822.25
958.28
621.017
648.737
668.325
652.476
672.804
708.976
93.56
76.11
102.96
1.94
1.18
1.77
Friedman’s ANOVA test: F =7.25, p < 0.05
Wilcoxon test Z0,1 = 0.66, p > 0.05; Wilcoxon test Z0,2 = 2.40, p < 0.05
Wilcoxon test Z1,2 = 1.58, p > 0.05

Table 4. Analysis of reaction time in the subgroup of men

Parameters
Minimum
Maximum
Median
Arithmetic mean
Standard deviation
Asymmetry coefficient
Statistical analysis

Reaction time (ms)
Landline Session
Mobile Session
Group 1
Group 2
(N = 22)
(N = 22)
465.95
453.78
739.67
734.68
631.028
652.392
629.411
636.040
71.36
71.17
–0.45
–0.75
Friedman’s ANOVA test: F = 8.94, p < 0.05
Wilcoxon test Z0,1 = 1.08, p > 0.05; Wilcoxon test Z0,2 = 2,01, p < 0.01
Wilcoxon test Z1,2 = 0.80, p > 0.05

Control Session
Group 0
(N = 22)
488.16
776.25
608.950
619.507
84.27
0.50

been muted by the subject before the beginning of tests).
Those results were not considered for the analysis. Thus,
only 20 females and 22 males were included in the analysis.
The results were collected in three groups:
–– Group 0 – Control Session (CS) results.
–– Group 1 – Landline Session (LS) results.
–– Group 2 – Mobile Session (MS) results.
The results were distinguished according to the gender of
the subjects.
The first statistical analysis concerned all subjects with no
gender discrimination. The nonparametric multidimensional test revealed that the reaction time of the subjects

influenced by the sound of the ringing mobile phone belonging to them (MS, 665 ms) is longer than in the test with
the landline phone ringing (LS, 642 ms) and the in test not
disturbed by any phones (CS, 621 ms). However, the difference was significant (p < 0.05) only between the mobile
and the control session results. The differences between
the subjects in Landline Sessions were not significant in
comparison with other sessions (p > 0.05). The detailed
results are given in Table 2 and illustrated in Figure 1.
The same results were obtained from the multidimensional analysis of data specific for women. Just as the general group, women showed to have the worst results when
IJOMEH 2013;26(1)
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Fig. 1. Analysis of reaction time in the general group

Fig. 3. Analysis of reaction time in the subgroup of men

completing the test being disturbed by their own mobile
phone. Similarly, the results of MS reaction time (668 ms)
showed to be significantly worse than in the two other
groups (LS – 648 ms and CS – 621 ms, p < 0.05). Nevertheless, the difference was significant only between Mobile and Control Sessions (p < 0.05). The other differen
ces, showed in detail in Table 3, proved not to be significant (p > 0.05). The graphical presentation of the results
is given in Figure 2.
The results described above were obtained also in the subgroup of men. The only significant difference appeared
Fig. 2. Analysis of reaction time in the subgroup of women

in the multidimensional analysis that concerned Mobile

Table 5. Analysis of reaction time according to the gender of the subjects
Reaction time (ms)
Parameters

Minimum
Maximum
Median
Arithmetic mean
Standard deviation
Asymmetry coefficient
Statistical analysis
108
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Control Session
Group 0

Landline Session
Group 1

Mobile Session
Group 2

women
men
(N = 20)
(N = 22)
546.00
488.16
886.79
776.25
621.017
608.950
652.476
619.507
93.56
84.27
1.94
0.50
Test ZMann-Whitney = –0.81, p > 0.05

women
men
(N = 20)
(N = 22)
580.28
465.95
822.25
739.67
648.737
631.028
672.804
629.411
76.11
71.36
1.18
–0.45
Test ZMann-Whitney = –1.22, p > 0.05

women
men
(N = 20)
(N = 22)
603.10
453.78
958.28
734.68
668.325
652.392
708.976
636.040
102.96
71.17
1.77
–0.75
Test ZMann-Whitney = 1.77, p > 0.05
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Session (652 ms) and Control Session (610 ms) – p < 0.01.
All other differences noted in the analysis of men were not
significant (p > 0.05). The detailed data are collected in
Table 4 and illustrated in Figure 3.
We also tried to compare separately reaction time results recorded in every Session according to the gender
of the subjects. Women showed worse reaction times in
all Sessions comparing to men. However, it should be
emphasized that no difference appeared to be significant
(p > 0.05). The detailed data are shown in Table 5.

DISCUSSION
One of the most common examples of human activity
involving and demanding good quality of attention, concentration as well as reaction time is car driving. Due to
the dissemination of vehicles as means of transport, the
problem of traffic accidents is gaining greater and greater
significance. It is estimated that only in Poland 504 598
traffic accidents occurred in 2000–2009, with 55 286 fatalities. The gross domestic product of Poland diminished in
the mentioned period by 2.5% [6]. Although the statistics
look better in other European countries, the problem
still needs efforts and legal solutions. Due to that, it is no
wonder that any activity that could contribute to reducing
the above-mentioned disastrous results would be of value.
Probably this is the reason why a ban on using hand-held
mobile phones while driving is widely introduced and accepted all over the world. Some governments go even
further in their legislations prohibiting the use of the mobiles with hands free sets or in GPS functions (Massachusetts, USA).
It can be clearly seen that the problem of impacting the
human psychomotoric abilities by various aspects of mobile phones usage is still vivid and explored by numerous
authors. It is obvious that when the problem concerns
drivers, the conditions should imitate the car cockpit.
Irwin et al. studied 16 adults depressing the break pedal
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while being influenced by 5 different factors [7]. A similar study was performed by Consiglio et al. who revealed
the elongation of reaction time due to cellular phone conversation [8]. These studies were carried out in laboratory conditions using models resembling a car cockpit and
imitating well the conditions of natural road traffic. Other
authors focus their attention on some specific aspects of
mobile phone use, which sometimes demands specialized
laboratory equipment. Barkana examined the visual field
of the subjects conducting the hands-free conversation
on their cellular phones [9]. Ishigami at al. concluded in
their review that performance, when using the hands-free
phone, is in fact not better than when using a hand-held
one [10]. The quoted papers indicate clearly that a phone
conversation impairs sensomotoric activities. This impairment is complex and indicates the involvement of the
central nervous system. It leads to decreasing visual ability [9] or speed of performing the movements necessary
for braking [7,8].
It is intuitively obvious that one becomes accustomed to
the ringtone of their phone, which in turn impacts the current activity, regardless of the character of this activity. It
seems to be natural to be curious to know who is calling,
curious enough to distract oneself and diminish one’s psychomotor ability and concentration. It applies not only to
drivers, but to all humans performing attention-demanding tasks. Due to that, we decided to check whether the
sound of one’s mobile phone reduces their complex reaction time achievements and if the old-fashioned landline
phone ringtone impacts the human attention in the same
degree.
In our study, we noted that both ringtones, of mobile and
landline phones, elongated the subjects’ reaction times.
However, the elongation was statistically significant only
in the subjects exposed to the influence of mobile phone
ringing (p < 0.01 and p < 0.05). We concluded that the
familiar sound (cell phone) focuses much more attention
of a human than a more neutral sound (landline phone). It
IJOMEH 2013;26(1)
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is natural to check who is calling, so we strive to reach for
the phone and answer the call. In our opinion, although
this reflex is inhibited by intentional decisions and objective factors, it can result in dangerous reduction of attention and ability to react properly and early enough in demanding situations. The phone ringtone seems to trigger
additional thoughts about the caller and, when considered
in general, results in diverting our attention from the current activities. The results confirm these considerations
and may provide additional argument in the discussion
about using cell phones while driving or conducting other
activities that require concentration and full psychomotor
performance.
In our previous study we examined the isolated mobile
phone sound impact on the reaction time of human beings [5]. The findings of the quoted study confirm our
present results concerning the destructive influence of
the ringing mobile phone on the human reaction time. In
the current paper we found the differences between reaction times noted in cell phone sessions vs. control sessions
to be statistically significant for all the tested subjects as
a whole (Z = 2.8, p < 0.001), as well as for both the male
group (Z = 2.01, p < 0.01) and the female group (Z = 2.4,
p < 0.05).
We recorded longer reaction times in the female group in
comparison with the male one, but it should be pointed
out that the differences were not statistically significant
(p > 0.05). This lack of significant discrepancies could be
seen in all three sessions: Control Session, Landline Session
and Mobile Session. On the other hand, the fact of exis
tence of gender-related differences is consistent with the
outcome of our two previous researches, in which women
had proven to have a statistically significant longer reaction time than men while performing the same task [4,5].
This aspect was also considered in studies by other authors.
The differences in reaction time during a phone conversation were examined, however no relation to gender was
proven [7,8]. This might be related to brain lateralization
110
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being differently expressed in both sexes [11–14]. Stalans
and Wedding concluded that a faster response observed
in men is due to the great extent of cerebral lateralization [11]. Davidson et al. proved in their two experiments
described in the quoted paper that female brains are less
lateralized than male ones [12]. Watson showed in his hand
accuracy test gender-related tendency of men to get better
results [13]. Bell found greater functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) activity in men performing three
cognitive tasks [14]. In our opinion, the phenomenon
of gender-related differences in reaction time could be
explained more clearly by conducting the dedicated study
based upon a much more numerous population. Due to
the lack of significant differences in the current study we
can only refer to literature data and results of our previous
works.
In the available literature we found no studies describing
the experiments testing the effect of mobile phone ringing on the overall performance or complex reaction time.
It is therefore difficult to compare the obtained results
with corresponding findings of other authors. The mobile phone ringtones are characterized by a wide variety
of types, frequencies, and differentiating parameters. We
believe that the strength of one’s reaction and the extent
of attention change are dependent on some sound para
meters that have not been identified yet. The neuro-physio
logical background of the elongation of reaction time in
both situations, when using a mobile phone or just hearing
it ringing, still remains unclear [12]. Some authors pointed
to the negative effects of electromagnetic radiation emitted by phones on the pre-attentive information processing
in the tested subjects [15]. Although the neurological basis
of the observed phenomena seems to be complex, it can
be pointed out that some processes are not involved. Bak
et al. revealed that commonly used mobile phones do not
affect the propagation of electrical stimuli along the auditory nerve to auditory brainstem centers [16]. Parazzini et al. revealed that short-term Universal Mobile
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Telecommunications System (UMTS) exposure has no
effect on the human auditory system [17]. These findings
indicate that the mobile phone activity, resulting in RT
elongation, impacts other brain structures than the auditory system.
In the past, old-fashioned phones had almost unified ringtones. Moreover, they were not ‘personal’ in the present
meaning of that word. They were similar and common
enough to induce a kind of psychosocial ‘tolerance’ – the
phone could not be ‘personalized’. It is only now that varying ringtones distinguish our ‘very own’ property and allow
us to pick our private phone out in the crowd of everyday
sounds. Some authors have already focused on the importance of distinctive parameters of sounds. Suied evaluated
the influence of some acoustic parameters on reaction
time [18]. Edworthy et al. [19], suggested that improvement of existing auditory warning systems can be done
by ‘fitting’ some acoustic parameters to specific needs.
We wonder if ‘fitting’ ringtones of mobile phones could
contribute to the improvement of better perception and
avoidance of attention attenuation. An undertaking of
a study dedicated to this problem could be of value. Quite
interesting findings of Graham [20], who revealed that auditory icons produced significantly faster reaction times
than the conventional (visual) warnings, can be explained
by our own finding that auditory signals, due to different
brain processing, are generally quicker recognized that
visual ones [9]. What is more important, Graham admits
that optimal warnings could be achieved by adjusting certain sound attributes of auditory icons. We find this observation to be a one more ‘pro’ for ringtones processing and
reengineering.
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